“Remember, Remember...”

Cheap Fireworks Online
Looking for cheap fireworks online?
Whether it is Rockets, Roman Candles, Cakes or Single Ignition Display packs and with so many
different styles, effects and colours to choose from it can be a confusing task to choose the
right fireworks for your display. So here is a handy guide for choosing exactly what you need.
The first thing to consider is what type of event you are planning to hold. From that you
can then consider how long you want the fireworks to last, how spectacular you want the
fireworks to be, the type of fireworks and most importantly your budget.
If you are having a bonfire night celebration then you will probably be considering a full
length display with a range of effects and colours because your audience will be there
specifically to see the fireworks. In this case somewhere in the region of 20-25 minutes would
be substantial. Any more than this and your audience will most likely lose interest no matter
how good the display. It might be worth thinking about having two shorter displays giving
your audience a sample of the fireworks before the main event. Having a break before both
shorter displays is often a sensible option.
For garden parties you will find a lot of display Selection Boxes that are all designed to last for
20-30 minutes, so for the smaller family gathering these would be ideal. The packs contain
a complete range of fireworks including Rockets, Mines, Roman Candles, Fountains, Wheels,
Cakes and Barrages. You can get various size packs depending on your budget. Bigger
packs have bigger and better fireworks. Make sure you do not confuse quality with quantity.
A recommendation would be to buy a display pack but allow some of your budget to add
some additional fireworks for a bigger and more powerful impact to your display. For example,
you might choose a Selection Box and then decide you would like some extra rockets and
something really big to finish – a Shot Cake or a Single Ignition Display Unit for instance.
If you really want to put on a performance and budget isn’t an issue then maybe consider
hiring a professional display company to do everything for you. They will work out a display
that is exactly what you want, only bigger! They have fireworks that are not available in retail
stores and will be sure to make your display bigger and better than you could imagine.
There are many companies who have their own professional display teams so if this sounds
like what you would like and have the necessary budget, then do your homework before
employing a Professional Display Fireworks company.
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Fireworks for weddings
Fireworks displays are becoming increasingly popular at weddings. What better way to mark
the end of the evening than with a short sharp display. We suggest that a 3-5 minute display
is about right and certainly no longer than 10 minutes. In this instance selection boxes
would contain too many smaller fireworks and last too long, so instead you should look at
single ignition fireworks with perhaps some large rockets. Single Ignition Display Units are the
most popular item here because they are so easy to set up and fire. With only one fuse to
light, these fireworks are always a top seller for weddings providing a really spectacular and
varied display from one single fuse and unit. Again if you have the budget available then
a professional fireworks display would be an amazing feature to end your special day.

Garden Fireworks
The list below shows when you might want to consider using garden fireworks:
• If you cannot get 25m safety distance between your fireworks and the spectators
• If you do not have a suitable fall out area for the debris created by professional display
fireworks (also known as Category 4 fireworks)
• If you have a young audience and loud noise might be distressing
• If you are a complete beginner and have not used fireworks ever before. Garden fireworks
will give you the confidence for next time

What fireworks to use
Despite their smaller size, you can still create an amazing display with garden fireworks if you
pick the right ones.
Garden classed rockets are good value for money and can still create the desired ‘wow’
effect followed by a bang and colour display.
Garden classed fountains look great at 5m. Try and select larger ones and ideally avoid
using the really small ones found in garden selection boxes.
Garden classed cakes are always great for a display. There is a new range of 8m
distance shot cakes which are much more powerful than 5m cakes and not too far off the
performance of the bigger display cakes on a shot by shot basis, providing you do have an
8m safety distance to play with.
If you want a really small display or don’t have a big budget to play with, a garden selection
box might work well for you. Please remember a selection box will usually give you lots of
very small fireworks aimed primarily at children.
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